Multicast communication in single -hop broadcast-and-select Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks has received considerable attention from researchers. This paper presents a comprehensive survey of the multicast scheduling techniques in this environment. It considers different challenges that are faced in the design of multicasting techniques, and presents a classification of such schemes. A survey of the specific techniques is then presented, and a comparison is drawn between such techniques.
Introduction
The advent of the optical fiber, with its theoretically unlimited bandwidth, presented a solution to the increasing demand of bandwidth imposed by both new applications and services, and an exponentially increasing number of users and the traffic generated by those users. At the same time, it served as an impetus for the development of new bandwidth-intensive applic ations. Communication networks and their interconnections now have the physical layer infrastructure to provide a high quality of service (QoS) in terms of bandwidth guarantees, which also reflects on lower delay and packet loss, for a large number of users. However, this tremendous bandwidth was not fully utilized by a straightforward employment of state-of-the-art transceivers. The reason is mainly the speed mismatch between the fiber's bandwidth and the physical limitations on the speed of the electronic s. This problem is known as the electronic bottleneck problem [1] , and it is better understood if one compares the fiber's bandwidth of 50 THz to the electronics maximum transmission rate of 10-40 Gb/s, depending on the technology. The Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [2] technique was developed as a viable method to exploit the fiber's bandwidth. In a nutshell, WDM allows the simultaneous transmission on several optical frequencies on the same fiber.
One class of service, which can capitalize on these advances in networks, is the class of multicast or multi-point service. It is expected that a significant portion of the traffic in future high-speed networks will be of the multicast nature [3] . As such, the problem of multicast communication support has been extensively treated in the literature.
Many excellent and comprehensive survey papers and monographs exist which treat the various aspects of multicasting at large [4] [5] .
nodes to achieve connectivity. In general, the star topology is the better choice since it results in a lower power loss, and supports a greater number of users. All signals are combined inside the PSC, and are then split and distributed to all nodes, where nodes sele ctively receive data. On the other hand, wavelength routing networks employ optical cross connects that are capable of providing functions such as routing and switching of optical signals. Such networks employ an optical layer, which is responsible for establishing and managing lightpaths (all-optical circuite-swithced connection) between the communicating nodes [2] .
Optical networks can alternatively be classified according to the number of (optical) hops that the data traverses until it reaches its destination node(s). As such, networks are either of the single -hop [13] or multi-hop type [14] . In addition, WDM networks may be classified based on the type of the Network Interface Unit (NIU) per node. The NIU includes the node's transmitter(s) and receiver(s). The generic notation CC k -FT i TT j -FR m TR n is widely used in the literature to mean that a node's NIU supports k Control Channels, and has i Fixed Transmitters, j Tunable Transmitters, m Fixed Receivers and n Tunable Receivers. If only one transmitter or receiver is used, the corresponding superscript will simply be 1 and, in most times, it will not be shown in the notation. If it happens that the node's NIU does not have any of these transceivers, the corresponding term in the notation will be omitted. The existence of one or more control channels would implicitly indicate that there exists a transmitter and a receiver that are fixed-tuned to each control channel's wavelength, and are used to exchange control packets between the nodes.
Multicasting in Optical Networks
Multicasting is defined as " the ability to transmit information from a source to multiple receivers".
Multicasting is also referred to in the literature as point-to-multipoint, multipoint, multi-destination, or one-tomany communication. The set of nodes to which the multicast packet is directed is known as the multicast group, g, with a cardinality given by |g| that ranges from 1 to N-1, where N is the total number of nodes in the network.
Multipoint communication could be achieved using unicast or broadcast service. Employing unicast service involves multiple transmissions of the same packet to all members of g, which results in wasting the network resources. Using broadcast service is another extreme. Although the source node transmits a single copy of the packet, this broadcasting operation will flood the network and may also cause wastage in the entire bandwidth, especially if the duration of the multicast session is long and the group membership size is relatively small with respect to the total network size. Between these two extremes, multicasting techniques should be developed to satisfy near optimal usage of the various network resources, such as sources, links bandwidth and receivers.
This paper is concerned with multicasting protocols in single -hop broadcast-and-select WDM networks.
Multicasting in wavelength-routed networks is currently receiving growing attention, e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Challenges in multicast support over local PSC-based lightwave WDM-networks
The different approaches that have been proposed in the literature to schedule the multicast traffic in single -hop WDM networks attempt to overcome various difficulties. These difficulties are due to challenges that can be summarized as follows:
1) Challenges due to the high transmission rates of WDM networks
The very high transmission rates employed in optical networks will not make it efficient for nodes to rely on conventional methods, such as the carrier sensing technique, to schedule the access to the various channels. The a ratio, defined as the ratio of propagation delay to the packet transmission time, or alternatively the delay bandwidth product, becomes very high, and in such cases it will be inefficient to depend on the feedback from the other end of the connection in designing MAC protocols. Therefore, researchers have recognized that there should be some sort of coordination among nodes in order not to be hindered by the a factor. Most of the work found in the literature (e.g. [21] , [23] , [29] and [32] ), try to achie ve full coordination between the nodes before the transmission of multicast packets, which guarantees the success of the packet transmissions. However, in other approaches (e.g. [30] and [31] , such pre-transmission coordination is at the lowest degree. Note also that the required simplicity of the protocols employed in high bit rate networks, and the efficiency of such protocols seem to be two conflicting goals for multipoint communication.
2) Challenges due to the nature of the broadcast-and-select WDM networks
The multi-channel-per-fiber environment of the local WDM networks imposes a unique situation. For any successful transmission, two main conditions have to be simultaneously satisfied. Firstly, transmissions from different sources should be on different free wavelength channels in order to avoid channel collisions. Secondly, a destination node must listen to the same channel that a source is transmitting on, therefore avoiding receiver collisions. In order to satisfy these conditions, the scheduling of the transmissions must guarantee that no more than one transmission is permitted over any wavelength at any time, and also that the number of transmissions destined to a node does not exceed the number of receivers at that node.
The tuning time and the tuning range of the transceivers is also another important parameter that must be taken into account when designing MAC protocols. MAC protocols that do not handle the effect of the tuning times of the transceivers would suffer from an underutilization o f channels bandwidth since the channel will be idle during transceivers tuning. Most of the protocols that were introduced in the literature, like [21] , [25] , [29] , and [32] , assumed that the transceiver tuning time is negligible, or embedded within the packet transmission time. Such an assumption may be acceptable if the packet size is large enough such that its transmission time is relatively long and dominates the tuning time, or if packet bursting is used. The limited tuning range prohibits nodes from achieving connectivity easily and the protocols may have to carry out several transmissions in order to deliver the same packet.
3) Challenges due to the nature of the Multi-Point Traffic
The dynamic feature of the multicast connections has many facets. First, the membership of nodes in the multicast group can change during the session lifetime. Secondly, most of the services that require multicasting are of dynamic nature by themselves, for example video, audio or even simple data flows. Hence, the multicast traffic that is carried over the multicast channels to all the group members varies with time dynamically. As a result, this dynamic nature of the multicast is of crucial importance in designing the multicast schedules.
As such, features such as session length and destination group size can influence the multicast scheduling technique. The protocols in [21] and [23] exploited these properties in their design. Moreover, MAC protocols should be adaptive so that they would be able to reflect the dynamic changes in the traffic demands and to achieve the balance between the requirements of the different traffic types. One way to achieve this in time-slotted systems is by allocating time slots on demand. Another way to fulfill this adaptively is by transmitting the multicast traffic randomly without any pre-allocation, e.g., [30] and [31] . Figure 1 depicts a single -hop WDM system that consists of N nodes such that each node is equipped with m tunable transmitters and n tunable receivers. Connectivity is achieved by tuning the receivers and/or transmitters, to a common channel, over which data is transmitted. Most MAC protocols, including those supporting multicast traffic scheduling, depend in their operation on exchanging control signals during the pre-transmission coordination phase.
Multicasting Techniques for Single-Hop Local WDM Lightwave Networks
There are two methods for exchanging control information: out-of-band and in-band. In out-of-band control signaling, control and data flows use separate wavelength channels, while in in-band control signaling, the coordination between nodes is done within the same data channels. In general, protocols that use at least one control channel to reserve access to the remaining data channels are called reservation-based protocols, and those that use all the channels for data transmissions are called pre-allocation protocols [15] .
The benefits that can be gained when an efficient multicasting technique is employed in single -hop WDM networks were investigated in [16] . Using analytical models and simulation, it was shown that these advantages include, among others, increasing the throughput of the network, and improving its upper-bound performance especially if the nodes are equipped with more than one receiver. Realizing these benefits, researchers started to look for methods for supporting multicasting traffic in this topology. These methods are classified according to the classification map shown in Figure 2 , which represents the framework for this survey.
Mainly, the multicasting techniques are divided into two major groups of approaches based on their underlying system model: techniques designed for single -hop systems and techniques proposed for multi-hop systems. Those single -hop based techniques can be further categorized according to the transceiver type as Receiver Tuning
Algorithms and Transmitter Tuning Algorithms. The former group depends on exploiting the tuning ability of the PSC receivers in order to transmit the multicast traffic and is used in FT-TR and TT-TR networks. In essence, the receivers are configured such that only those receivers in the multicast group are tuned to the appropriate channel used by the source node. The proposed mechanisms within this group will be discussed in detail in Section 4. On the other hand, Transmitter Tuning Algorithms are designed in order to configure the multicast source nodes to deliver the multicast packets efficiently to their destinations by tuning their transmitters to destinations' receiving channels.
Such algorithms are used in the TT-FR networks. While most of the proposed algorithms found in the literature are of the Receiver Tuning type, the Receiver-Assisted Multicasting (RAM) Protocols [32] represents the only Transmitter Tuning Algorithm, and this will be described in Section 5.
Receiver Tuning Algorithms
Receiver tuning techniques are further classified into two subcategories based on the degree of the required coordination. The first subgroup includes those techniques that employ full coordination before packet transmission in order to guarantee collision-free transmissions and are called Scheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques. The majority of the proposed approaches belong to this category. They employ an implicit control channel [21] Pre-transmission coordination employs three basic strategies depending on the number of transmission trials per packet. In the first strategy, namely the single-packet transmission scheduling technique, the source node waits for all the members in the multicast group to be ready before transmitting its multicast packet. The second strategy relies on partitioning the multicast session into smaller sessions according to the availability times of the receivers. The complete delivery of multicast packet may require multiple transmission attempts. Hence, this strategy can be called multiple-packet transmission scheduling technique. The effect of this technique is that it eliminates the need of the source node to wait for all the receivers to become available, and also for some receivers to have to wait for the rest of the receivers. This reduces the total interval during which the channels are reserved but not used, and eventually achieves better wavelength throughput. The third strategy is hybrid-packet transmission scheduling technique and, as its name implies, it is a combination of the other two strategies. It is based on realizing that schemes employing multiple transmissions do not always provide the fastest delivery of the multicast packet because the availability of the network resources has a direct impact on their performance. Therefore, scheduling multicast traffic is performed dynamically as a single transmission trial or multiple transmission trials based on the status of network resources.
Scheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques: Single-Packet Transmission Methods
Transmitting the multicast packet one time to all the multicast members appears to be a natural corresponding to the concept of multicast communication. Four multicasting techniques attempt to achieve this single packet mechanism and they are described in the following subsections.
Centralized Weighting-based Multicast Scheme [17]
This scheme is one of the earliest techniques for scheduling multicast traffic in single -hop PSC-based optical networks. The system model is CC 2 -FT-TR WDM network, and the tuning latency effect is ignored. Control signals are exchanged via two separate channels (λ in and λ out ), and both data and control channels are time slotted. The multicast scheduling algorithm is centralized. A central controller is responsible for collecting requests from the hosts attached to the network via channel λ in , computes the transmission schedule, and finally broadcasts the computed transmission schedule on channel λ out to all other nodes.
The scheduling algorithm is based on constructing traffic matrices that represent traffic demands per channel for each time slot. Information required to build these matrices are the source address, the set of destination nodes, as well as the number of slots needed for transmission. This information is included in transmission requests received by the central controller from the nodes. However, computing these traffic matrices is constrained by the number of transmitters/receivers per node and the number of available channels. Since the number of transceivers per node in this model is one, no more than one packet is allowed to be sent/received per node. Hence, the authors represented unicast requests in terms of units (each of size one) in each matrix entry. On the other hand, the multicast packet is viewed as one single packet directed to m different destinations, where m is the multicast group size, and a multicast request is represented by m entities in the matrix entry. Each entity is pla ced in the corresponding entry of each multicast member and has a weight of 1/m. Also, a new matrix entry should be created in case one or more of the system constraints is not satisfied.
The simplicity of this weighting-based method is its main drawback. Results obtained from simulation experiments showed that this method was not able to satisfy its main goal, which is using the least number of slots for packet transmission. Although the results showed that the schedule obtained for the unicast traffic was almost optimal, the number of slots needed for multicast transmissions is far from optimal which implies that this technique is not adequate and it does not reflect the real nature of multicasting. Another drawback of this algorithm is that it wastes two channels to support the control flow. So, it is not a practical solution for systems that have few channels.
Moreover, the centralized nature of this method forms a reliability bottleneck since the failure of the centralized controller will cause the system to fail.
Also, the time between requesting the transmission and granting the permission is very long, namely, at least four times the propagation delay from the node to the PSC, in addition to the controller's waiting time for all the requests to arrive from all nodes, and the processing time of such requests. The last latency factor is of minimal effect especially with the simplicity of the used algorithm. However, the other two factors are more significant and cannot be minimized unless the whole system design is modified. Subsequent studies recognized these shortcomings and tried to overcome most of them by using adequate alternatives, as will be shown below.
Multicast Scheduling Algorithm (MSA) [18]
The Multicast Scheduling algorithm (MSA) proposed in [18] is unique due to many reasons. First, the authors based their work on the generic system model CC-TT m -TR n single -hop network shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, this work is general and can fit any special system model. Second, they took the tuning time of the transceivers and the effect of the propagation delay into consideration. Also, the MSA is an adaptive algorithm since the scheduling is done on demand which makes it suitable for the dynamic, non-uniform and time varying nature of the multicast communication. Furthermore, unlike the model proposed in [17] , the MSA is distributed and is executed by all the nodes in parallel and hence the propagation delay encountered by the signals is half that in [17] . Last but not least, the proposed algorithm is able to schedule the combined unicast and multicast traffic, because the whole network data traffic is viewed as a collection of multi-destination connections such that the unicast packets themselves are treated as multicast packets directed to multicast groups of single node memberships. In spite of these strength points of the MSA, this method has some limitations that will be demonstrated after describing the algorithm.
The MSA is a reservation-based protocol that uses a dedicated channel to convey information to all nodes. Hosts are therefore able to store the state of the whole system locally. MSA is executed over the different nodes concurrently in order to determine the time and the channel of transmission for each data packet. For simplicity, the authors assumed that the nodes are placed at equal distances away from the PSC so that the propagation delay between all node pairs is identical. Like [17] , the various transmission channels, including the control channel itself, are equally divided into fixed-length time intervals (slots). Transmitters are globally synchronized to the beginning of time slots on the data channels. On the other hand, control slots are further divided into N mini-slots, where N is the total number of nodes. Each control mini-slot is used by one source node only in order to send a request prior to any packet transmission. MSA depends on exchanging two pieces of information between all the nodes: the source address and the destination addresses. The control mini-slots are designed to accommodate this control information.
A data packet is first placed in a queue at the source node, called the source arrival queue. For those packets at the head of their arrival queues, the source nodes transmit control packets on the control channel using their own control mini-slot. Upon transmission of the control packet, the associated data packet is moved to the source waiting queue until it is transmitted. Since nodes are assumed to be equally distanced from the PSC, it is guaranteed that the control packets are received by all the hosts at the same time. Upon receiving these control packets, all the hosts run the MSA in parallel.
Basically, MSA uses the collected control data to determine the earliest time at which the multicast packet can be received simultaneously by all the destination nodes. MSA tries to find three timing parameters: 1) the time of the earliest free receiver for each node in the multicast group, which is determined by the latest release time of these receivers plus their tuning time, 2) the earliest free time of all the source node's transmitters, and 3) the time for the earliest free channel. According to these parameters, MSA proceeds to determine the best channel to serve the packet. In order to eliminate the need to tune the source transmitter, MSA attempts first to schedule the packet's transmission on the current transmitter's home channel if it will be free within a time that is less than or equal to the time needed by the transmitter to become free and then tuned to the earliest free channel. Otherwise, the transmitter is tuned to the channel of the earliest free time. Finally, the nodes update their local data structures to reflect this reservation and to modify the free time for the corresponding transmitter, receivers and the assigned channel. After the reservation is done, MSA schedules the next incoming request for the next multicast packet that is buffered in the arriving queue. The operation of MSA is depicted in the flow chart of Figure 3 .
The main bottleneck of MSA is that it reserves the various network resources, i.e., channels and transceivers, until all the receivers of the remaining nodes that belong to the multicast group become free, and are hence able to receive the packet. Reserving these resources without using them by the multicast session itself or by others leads to poor transmission concurrency, and consequently low channel utilization. Other schemes tried to reduce the effect of this resource reservation, as will be described below.
Because MSA is designed to schedule the transmission of a single packet only, a control packet is required to schedule the transmission of each packet. Hence, the control channel forms another bottleneck for this protocol, which limits the data channel throughput. The effect of control channels is dominant especially when the ratio of data packet size to the control packet size is small. However, this problem can be solved by operating the control channel at a higher bit rate. It is worth mentioning that an approximate analytical model of MSA was presented in [19] .
Backtrack Multicast Scheduling Algorithm (BMSA) [20]
The authors in [20] proposed a technique to overcome the wastage in the network resources that MSA suffers from by keeping the idle time for the source node, during which it waits for all the group receivers to be ready, as short as possible. The underlying system model is the generic single -hop CC-TT m -TR n system model, also employed in [18] . Unlike the MSA scheme, BMSA did not try to find the earlie st time for scheduling the multicast transmission based on the availability time of the various network components. Since this keeps the transmitter, as well as the transmission channel, idle while waiting for the receivers to become available. Instead, the authors tried to incorporate the availability times of receivers in the protocol decision for the source and channel allocation in order to minimize the waiting delay overhead. The BMSA scheme finds the best candidate time intervals to perform the multic ast transmission based on the availability times of the transmitters, channels and group receivers. Transmitting a data packet takes place during these time intervals such that no resource reservation is permitted before the start of these intervals. According to [20] , these unused time fragments can be used to schedule later incoming packets. This backtracking, and the reuse of the available time intervals increase the efficiency of the system performance.
In order to find these time intervals, the protocol finds continuous intervals of time slots that meet the transmission requirements of the multicast packet and suit the availability times for source's transmitter, transmission channel and destinations' receivers. Such common free intervals form the candidates for transmitting the multicast 
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BMSA is a distributed algorithm, which starts when a control packet request arrives at each node. First, the unused time intervals for each transmitter of the source node are determined with their upper and lower time bounds.
Similarly, the time-bounded idle intervals for each receiver of the destination nodes as well as those periods for each channel are found. Accordingly, BMSA continues to find the free time intervals that are common among all the multicast session constituents. BMSA finally schedules the transmission of multicast session using the free time fragments that satisfy the following conditions: (1) it is common between all the source-based and destination-based available time intervals, (2) its length is adequate to service the multicast packet and (3) it achieves the minimum waiting overhead among all the interval candidates. This operation guarantees the delivery of packet(s) to all members by using a single transmission trial. Simulation experiments performed in [20] compared the system performance for BMSA with that of MSA. The results show that a remarkable improvement is achieved when the concept of backtracking in BMSA is applied to reuse the unused time intervals. Better system performance, in terms of channel utilization and buffer delay, is attainable over different numbers of channels. Better channel utilization may also be achieved when a greater number of tunable transceivers are used per node.
Simple Multicast-Type Sensitive Scheduling Algorithm [21]
The last scheme is this category was proposed in [21] . The system model is the FT-TR single -hop WDM network and the channels are time-slotted. Unlike the other system models in [17] , [18] , and [20] , all the channels are used for transmitting data traffic only while the control signaling is provided in-band; therefore, this scheme is characterized as a pre-allocation protocol [15] . Moreover, this technique ignores the tuning latency of the receivers by choosing the slot time to be equal to the packet transmission time plus the tuning time of the receiver.
Also, the authors explicitly distinguished between the various kinds of traffic by classifying the slot types as unicast, multicast or broadcast in order to come up with an adaptive scheme that suits the dynamic behavior of multicast communication. The various multicast sessions were classified based on: the average length of the multicast session and the average size of the multicast group. Type-1 multicast traffic defines all the short duration multi-point sessions with large numbers of multicast group members. Such sessions can be handled using schedules based on both unicast slots for single destination packets and broadcast slots for multi destinations packets. Type-2 multicast traffic includes all the multicast sessions that are relatively short and directed to few destinations. Unicast slots only should be used to design schedules for supporting both single and/or multi-destination packets. Finally, all those sessions which are relatively long regardless of the size of their members group constitutes Type-3 multicast traffic. These sessions require traffic schedules with both unicast and multicast slots. The authors mainly concentrated on the third type. The purpose of their algorithm is to produce a traffic schedule that assigns specific multicast slots to each multicast source node. The transmissions allowed in the multicast slots are not specified in advance; instead, they are dynamically updated to reflect the current members of multicast groups.
The employed timing structure of the multicast slots is shown in Figure 4 In the synchronization slot of the periodic frame for node i, all other nodes in the network tune their receivers to node i's transmission channel (λ i ). Node i uses the synchronization slot to transmit a control packet that contains the multicast address and an indication of the start and end of multicast sessions. The subsequent time slots (free slots) of the periodic frame are then used by node i to transmit its multicast packets to its group members. If node i does not have any multicast packets to be transmitted, its free slots are then used to transmit its unicast packets.
Receiving the control packets by other terminals permits these hosts to determine whether they are members in node i's multicast group or not. If a node, call it j, belongs to i's multicast group, then it keeps its receiver tuned to node i's home channel in order receive multicast data during i's free slots. However, if node j is not a member in node i's multicast group, or if node i has no multicast packets to be transmitted, node j is able to receive the unicast traffic from another source node, e.g. k, using node i's multicast free slots. This possibility of using the multicast slots of node i to support single -destination traffic of other nodes increases transmission concurrency and leads to enhanced channel utilization. To guarantee collision free concurrent packet transmissions, nodes i and k must use two different transmission channels and this is assured by employing the unicast schedule.
This technique does not require the source node to have an advance knowledge of the members in its multicast group, and subsequently, nodes can enter and l eave the multicast session whenever they wish during session's lifetime. The algorithm is therefore insensitive to the changes in the multicast membership. In addition, the procedures that run at nodes i, j and k are simple and fast.
However, because these algorithms run on different sides of the network, the technique is very sensitive to the time delay between these cooperating nodes. Since the various transmitters in the network are synchronized at the beginning of each time slot and some time should elapse before node k receives node i's control packet, node k will not be able to immediately determine whether node j is a member in node i's multicast group or not. Consequently, some of node i's free slots may not be used for transmitting k's unicast traffic which leads to lower efficiency in utilizing the system free time slots. In order to make their technique less dependent on the propagation delay, the authors suggested to space the multicast slots such that the distance between two consecutive multicast slots is much larger than one slot.
The size of data packet also contributes to choosing the number of free slots. Choosing this number to be large relative to the packet size forces the consecutive packets directed to the same multicast group to wait for a considerable number of slots before being transmitted using a new synchronization slot. On the other hand, a small number of free slots will waste many synchronization time slots in scheduling the same packet. Hence, the number of free slots per periodic frame must be chosen carefully in order to maximize the overall system throughput.
Scheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques: Multiple-Packet Transmission Methods
Although single -packet transmission approach reduces the load on the transmitter and channel resources, it places a burden on the receivers especially when all the receivers are not available at the same time, and some of them may have to wait. The other alternative is to transmit multicast packets without waiting for all the members to be available. This subsection reviews the methods that fit into the later category.
Multiple Multicast Packet Transmissions Algorithm [22]
The concept of partitioning the multicast transmissions based on the availability time of the receivers was first introduced in [22] . The scheme inherits all the features of [18] , and also used the CC-TT m -TR n model. However, the simulation experiments are based on CC-TT-TR system model. The transceiver tuning time is assumed negligible, and transmitters are synchronized to slot boundaries.
Basically, the set of receivers of a multicast group is partitioned into subgroups that receive multicast transmissions at their ready times. Every source node transmits the multicast message several times to subsets of the multicast group rather than delaying message transmission until its entire multicast group becomes available. This reduces the effect of head-of-the-line blocking at receivers which become available earlier, thus achieving better system performance.
The Multicast Partitioning Problem (MPP) is formally defined as "the problem to partition a multicast group into subgroups and schedule a separate transmission for each subgroup such that the average receiver waiting time is minimized" [22] . The MPP was shown to be NP-hard, hence a number of heuristics for finding an efficient partitioning for the members' receivers set were introduced. These algorithms are simple, fast, but require a global knowledge by the source node of the availability times of the various receivers of the multicast members. This global knowledge is guaranteed by using the control channel.
The first such heuristic is the Earliest Available Receiver (EAR), which is a greedy algorithm that schedules the first transmission to the receiver (or receivers) that becomes available first. Subsequent transmissions are scheduled immediately whenever one or more receivers become available. Figure 5 -b illustrates this process for a multicast group of five receivers, X 1 through X 5 , which become available according to Figure 5 -a. Another greedy approach is the Latest Available Receiver (LAR) algorithm which schedules a transmission at the time when the latest receiver (or group of receivers) becomes available. All receivers that become available before the latest one are then considered. Two cases arise: 1) the packet transmission to all the receivers which become available in a time slot that is earlier than the packet transmission time is delayed until the latest receiver becomes available and one single packet is then sent to all those receivers; 2) a separate packet transmission to a receiver (or group of receivers) is feasible if the availability time of this receiver is greater than packet transmission time, which guarantees that there are no conflicts with the scheduled transmission to the latest receiver. This procedure continues backwards through all the receivers in the same way until all transmissions have been scheduled. Figure 5 -c shows an example of the LAR scheduling. The third heuristic is the Best Available Receiver (BAR), and employs both EAR and LAR. Each node, i, is considered in turn and scheduling the transmission starts at the time at which this node becomes available.
The LAR heuristic is implemented to schedule transmissions destined to receivers that become available before node i, while EAR is used for scheduling all the transmissions for receivers that become available after i. The average waiting time is computed for this scheduling around central node i. The procedure is repeated for all the receivers in the multicast group and the schedule with the minimum waiting time is eventually chosen. Simulation studies of such heuristics showed that they can balance the usage of transmitter and receiver resources in the network and they lead to significantly improved system performance. The authors found that the average waiting time needed by the receivers to become ready is much shorter by using these techniques than using the traditional unicast and single transmission multicast techniques. In terms of the number of scheduled transmissions, the results showed that the BAR gives near optimal behavior and that the LAR is better than EAR. Although this approach has several advantages, some aspects still need more investigation. Besides conserving the receiver resources, the other network elements, e.g., transmitters and channels, must be also considered.
Combinational Multicast MAC Protocol [23]
The Combinational Multicast Schedule (CMS) is a reservation-based algorithm designed for the CC-FT-TR system. It operates in the slotted mode with a time slot equals to the time required for transmitting the packet in addition to the receiver tuning time. Nodes are also assumed to be equally distant from the PSC and signals arrive at the various nodes simultaneously. However, the CMS protocol is unique for many reasons. Firstly, it treats the unicast and multicast traffic separately. Secondly, the algorithm caters for the dynamic nature of multicast traffic by allowing nodes to request multicast transmissions any time and puts no restriction on joining and/or leaving times of members into/from multicast groups. Moreover, similar to [21] , CMS uses the multicast session size and duration to Also, similar to [21] , CMS implements a unicast-based protocol that guarantees collision-free unicast packet transmissions by: 1) pre-allocating the time slots to the tunable receivers in a manner that resolves any receiver contention, and 2) avoiding channel collision by employing an arbitration procedure that determines the access privilege of the transmission channels at each time slot. Multicast requests are exchanged using control packets.
Based on multicast status information, CMS is executed by all nodes in a distributed manner, and the initial allocation of time slots, which is based on the unicast protocol, is modified to reflect the arrival of new multicast requests by reserving some of these time slots, preemptively, in order to serve multicast sessions.
The procedure followed by CMS to reserve time slots for multicast packets starts when the control packet arrives at each node. If the control packet holds a request for unicast traffic only, the nodes adhere to the original unicastbased protocol. Otherwise, if the control packet has a request for transmitting one or more multicast packets, the algorithm performs: 1) multicast session qualification testing, 2) channel reservation and 3) time-slots modification.
In the first step, the algorithm computes the M value of the multicast control packet and compares it to the M d value, which is a predetermined network-wide scale constant. The multicast control packet is considered to be qualified if its M value exceeds the M d . Unqualified multicast sessions are treated as unicast sessions such that each multicast packet is transmitted individually. If the multicast session passes the M d -qualification test, the algorithm proceeds to perform the remaining two steps. In the second step, the unicast-based allocation of time slots is modified. Multicast sessions are given the highest priority, and the algorithm reserves the transmission channel of the source node preemptively for the multicast session. Since such a channel may be shared by more than one multicast session's source node, access privilege of the transmission channel is given to the source node with the highest M, while randomly resolving equal M values. The number of time slots reserved for the multicast session on that channel is determined by its length. Finally, the algorithm checks the availability of the receivers of the multicast group.
Because reserving time slots is performed before examining receiver availability, three cases may be encountered: 1) All receivers are available to receive the multicast packet. The algorithm removes those time slots that are already allocated by the unicast protocol to the receivers in the multicast group as they will be busy in receiving the multicast packets. The operation of nonmember nodes, and their pre-allocated time slots does not change.
2) None of the receivers is available when channel reservation is performed. Although this scenario is possible, the reference does not take it into consideration. However, such a situation may be recovered from by releasing the time slots and giving other traffic sessions (unicast or multicast) the permission to use them which increases the system efficiency. It is also possible to avoid such a situation by scheduling only one multicast transmission at a time over all channels, but this approach inhibits any concurrency in multicast communication over the various channels. Other priority-based schemes may also be used.
3) Only some of the receivers in the multicast group are available at the time of the channel reservation.
The multicast group is partitioned into ready and delayed subgroups. Although reference [23] does not provide schemes for receiver partitioning, the partitioning policies proposed in [22] can still be employed. Whenever a new group of receivers becomes available, the same procedure for channel reservation and time-slot modification is executed to perform a single transmission per subgroup.
M d plays a critical role in determining the system performance, as shown by simulation and by the performance model in [24] . However, more investigation on choosing this value as well as the effect of modifying it according to the changes in multicast requirements is still required. Another point that needs further studying is the possibility of utilizing the deleted pre-allocated time slots of the free members' receiver from the unicast-based time slots map.
Such time slots can be used by other traffic sessions to fill the gaps in the schedule by reassigning them to other receivers in the network.
Virtual Receiver-Based Multicast Technique [25]
The approach presented in [25] is unique, and is designed to work with the time-slotted FT-TR WDM network model. Control signaling i s performed in-band, and uses a reservation protocol like HiPeR-l [26] which is a preallocation protocol. Moreover, the tuning latency of receivers is not negligible and its effect on the schedule is taken into consideration. The authors proposed to schedule the transmission of multicast packets using a novel concept, called the virtual receiver. According to their tuning range, a set of physical receivers (PR)s which exhibit identical behaviors compose a single virtual receiver (VR), and are therefore treated as a single logical entity (receiver). By partitioning the physical receivers into a set of disjoint virtual receivers based on their tuning ability, the algorithm proceeds as follows. The network multicast traffic demands are first computed from the exchanged control information. It is therefore possible that each virtual receiver may contain physical receivers that belong to different multicast groups, or that a physical receiver may be a subscriber to more than one multicast group.
Then, each multic ast source detects when virtual receivers are tuned to its transmission channel. At one end of each transmission channel, the virtual receiver consists of one or more physical receivers that may belong to one or more multicast groups. On the other end, this channel can be shared by more than one multicast source node. Only those source nodes that have packets to transmit to physical receivers in the virtual receiver that is currently tuned to the source home channel transmit all its multicast packets. This step requires that: (1) the access privilege of the home channel is given only to those source nodes that have ready multicast packets while the virtual receiver contains physical receivers that belong to the multicast groups of these multicast sources, and (2) since various multicast sessions flow through the home channel to the same virtual receiver with all its physical receivers, it is the responsibility of each physical receiver to select the multicast traffic flow that is destined to it, and ignore all others.
In this scheme, the authors transform the physical network into an equivalent logical network with the same number of source nodes, and channels, but with fewer or the same number of receivers. The significance of this transformation is that, since the virtual receivers are targeted by a number of packets that is equal to the sum of all the packets directed to its individual physical receivers, the multicast sessions that flow in the original physical network is effectively transformed into unicast connections in the logical network. Hence, it is possible to use any of the efficient unicast-based protocols to schedule this unicast-converted traffic. The authors use the protocol in [27] to perform such scheduling. The problem is therefore reduced t o no more than finding the best partitioning of the physical receivers into virtual receivers and the authors concentrated mainly on this point.
Given the set of virtual receivers, and the traffic matrix, [25] derives a lower bound on the scheduling interval, which is the maximum of: 1) the maximum duration required to transmit all the traffic from all transmitters on any given channel, taken over all the channels, and 2) the maximum duration required to transmit to all the nodes in a virtual receiver, taken over all virtual receivers, and including the tuning delays.
Since finding an optimal partitioning, given the traffic matrix, is an NP-complete problem, the authors presented four heuristics for finding the virtual receiver set which will minimize the lower bound. These are based on the JOIN and SPLIT operations, in which virtual receiver sets are combined and split, respectively. Two versions of each of the two operations, namely, greedy and random, are used to arrive at the four heuristics. The numerical results presented in [25] showed that these heuristics exhibit good average performance.
Maximum-Destination Scheduling Algorithm [28]
The last scheme that belongs to the multiple packet transmission strategy is the one that was proposed in [28] .
The system model is the CC-FT-TR with negligible tuning time for the receivers and identical propagation delays between all the node pairs. The authors in [28] try to minimize the delivery time for the multicast packet (i.e. the packet delay) by transmitting it to its destination nodes as early as possible. Minimizing packet delay may result in a number of different ways of partitioning the multicast transmission. The multicast transmission that consists of the least number of partitions, and thus the minimum number of the required data slots, is chosen.
The author referred to this problem as the minimum-transmission problem (MTP), which they defined as: "the problem of scheduling the set of member nodes in the multicast group to receive the multicast packet such that the number of transmissions is minimum" [28] . They proved that such a problem is NP-complete. The MTP in [28] is different than the MPP defined in [22] because the objective of MPP is to minimize the average receiver waiting time while that of the MTP is to minimize the number of multicast transmissions.
A heuristic scheduling algorithm was proposed in [28] for the MTP, namely the Maximum-Destination Scheduling Algorithm (MDSA). The goal of algorithm is to schedule as many destinations as possible to receive the multicast packet in each transmission trial. The MDSA operates in two modes, the initial mode and the maximum mode 4 . It simply starts scheduling the multicast packet in the initial mode by finding the earliest time slot at which the multicast packet can be scheduled. This initial data slot is the first one when the source's transmitter, the receivers (or part of them) and the source's data channel are free. MDSA first schedules as many destination nodes as possible in this initial slot. Then, the algorithm operates in the maximum mode during which it repeatedly finds the next time slot in which the number of the available members is maximum. The algorithm stops when all the destination nodes are scheduled and the multicast packet is completely delivered. The operation of MDSA is depicted in Figure 6 .
The behavior of the MDSA was studied using simulation, and was compared to two other scheduling algorithms.
The first one (they call it the greedy algorithm) which is similar to the MDSA in the sense that it always tries to partition the multicast session and it schedules as many destination nodes as possible at the earliest time slot but it does not attempt to minimize the number of transmission sessions. The second algorithm uses the single packet transmission approach and it delivers the multicast packet to all the receivers in one time slot, and is therefore called the no-partition algorithm. Based on the simulation results, the authors observed that the MDSA achieves lower 4 These names are given for the sake of explaning the operation on the MDSA only and they were not used in [28] packet delay than both the greedy and the no-partitioning algorithms.
Scheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques: Hybrid-Packet Transmission Method [29]
The hybrid techniques that combine the previous transmission strategies (i.e. single transmission trial and multiple transmission trials) are possible too. The scheme in [29] introduced this hybrid transmission technique. This algorithm is designed for the general CC-TT m -TR n , and is reservation-based. The structure of the control frame is the same one used in [18] , and the data slots include an allowance for the tuning time. The algorithm takes care of the propagation delay of the signal between the nodes; however, it assumes that such a delay is the same.
This technique was inspired by the observations made in [28] regarding the fact that multiple transmission technique does not always outperform single transmission technique. The authors realized that there are many factors that affect the performance of any multicast scheduling algorithm. These factors include both the traffic conditions, such as the system traffic load and the maximum multicast group size, and the number of data channels in the system.
In order to validate their argument, two packet-scheduling techniques were proposed: one by partitioning multicast transmissions and the other without any partitioning. Both algorithms are similar to the ones developed in [28] . The first one (they call it also a greedy scheme) tries to finish the multicast session as fast as possible by scheduling the transmission to as many available destination nodes as possible. The other scheduling algorithm (called the no-partition algorithm) was designed to find the earliest time slot at which the source node's transmitter, the transmission channel, and the receivers of all the member nodes are all available. Once such a time slot is determined, the source node transmits the multicast packet using one single transmission trial.
The performance of both scheduling techniques was evaluated using simulation for different numbers of channels, traffic load and membership group sizes. Based on simulation experiments, the authors concluded that knowing the utilizations of the data channels and the receivers can assist their scheduling approach. They noted that partitioning multicast group is a natural solution when the number of available data channels is sufficient because the partitioning technique increases the receiver utilization. On the other hand, when there is a shortage in the number of data channels in the system, the no-partitioning algorithm appears to be a strong candidate with its ability of delivering multicast packets to all the receivers using one data channel per data packet.
Armed with these observations, a hybrid-scheduling algorithm that combines the two algorithms could be developed. The algorithm relies on the utilizations of the data channels and the receivers in order to dynamically determining whether the greedy algorithm or the no-partition algorithm is employed. Two cases were considered: (1) when the average utilization of the data channel is less than the average utilization of the receivers, and (2) when the average utilization of the data channel is greater than or equals the average utilization of the receivers. In the first case, the greedy algorithm is employed due to the abundance of data channels. The second case, however, is more sophisticated and requires more care. If the average utilization of the data channel is low, this means that there are sufficient data channels; therefore, the greedy algorithm is used. Similarly, in the other extreme, if the average utilization of the data channels is high, then the channel resources become a potential bottleneck, and the no-partition algorithm is employed. Finally, when the average channel utilization is moderate, choosing the scheduling technique depends on the impact of the scheduling algorithm on the channel resource for the upcoming data packets. The no-partitioning algorithm is used if the data channels form a bottleneck for the data packet to be scheduled currently and/or for the next data packet(s). Otherwise, the greedy algorithm is chosen. Simulation experiments showed that the hybrid scheduling algorithm results in the lowest mean packet delay with respect to greedy and no-partitioning algorithms. However, the reference does not mention if the hybrid algorithm will exhibit similar behavior if any of the already developed algorithms for the general CC-TT m -TR n system model were employed for the partitioning (like [22] ) and the non-partitioning algorithms (like [18] or [20] ).
Unscheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques [30][31]
In spite of the wide employment of pre-transmission coordination, another group of researchers debated the degree that this coordination is required. They argued that although the full coordination between all nodes guarantees error-free multicast service, it also hinders hosts from fully utilizing the available transmission rates.
The strategy proposed in [30] and [31] uses the least amount of coordination among all nodes prior to packet transmission, and does not use any scheduling policy. The purpose of this strategy is to produce lightweight algorithms that can be implemented on-line in high-speed environments. Because serving a multicast transmission from a group of available sessions is done randomly and no scheduling is really performed, the transmitted data can be corrupted and lost due to channel contention and/or receiver conflicts. Techniques are therefore needed to recover from such data loss. These schemes are referred to as the Unscheduled (or Random) Multicast Traffic Techniques.
The work in [30] is based on a CC-TT-TR WDM lightwave PSC-based LAN system model that consists of 32 channels and 100 nodes, and a transmission rate of 10 Gigabits per second. Each node is equipped with a fast tunable transmitter and a fast tunable receiver, and as such, the effect of the tuning time of the transceivers is ignored.
Two unscheduled algorithms that run on the transmitter side of the network were proposed in order to recover from channel conflicts. In the first scheme, called the Persistent Protocol, the source node keeps on transmitting the multicast packet repeatedly until it is received by all its members. This scheme prevents any other multicast session from taking place on the same channel before the completion of all earlier ones, which may degrade channel utilization. Naturally, permitting new multicast packets to be transmitted over these channels while other messages are waiting for receivers to become available enhances system performance. Therefore, the Persistent Protocol was modified by introducing a random delay between the successive transmissions of the same packet during which new multicast sessions can be initiated over the same channel. This latter scheme is called the Random Back-Off Protocol. It was shown analytically (using discrete time queuing models) that both algorithms exhibit similar behaviors, but with better performance for the back-off algorithm.
It is also essential to recover from any receiver conflict that may occur by choosing one of the incoming competing streams only. Simple techniques based on random selection or First Come First Served (FCFS) were used with back-off algorithm and the persistent algorithm, respectively. A more sophisticated method that is based on the idea of selecting the incoming stream that has the least number of remaining intended recipients was suggested. This selection method maximizes the probability of completing message delivery to all its destinations and hence releasing the channel for the transmission of a new message. All these algorithms proved to be promising ones.
Reference [30] does not elaborate on how the source node knows which receivers had already received the message. Such ambiguity was resolved in [31] , in which the conventional simple PSC-based topology was replaced by a centralized HUB-based WDM system. Instead of running the scheduling protocols over all nodes in a distributed manner, the schedules are designed to run over the central HUB itself using two separate control channels: one for the incoming requests from all the nodes to the HUB, and the other one for broadcasting the scheduling results from the HUB to all the other nodes similar to [17] . Thus, the system model is CC 2 -TT-TR. Also, [31] provides a detailed analysis for the throughput of the various random protocols proposed in [30] .
At the end of this subsection, it is worth mentioning that the methods proposed in [30] and [31] exploit the concept of partitioning the multicast transmissions that was introduced in [22] . This feature, however, does not contribute to our classification of Unscheduled Multicast Traffic Techniques as shown in Figure 2 because of the absence of other methods that rely on the random transmissions concept in the literature. Research in the field of unscheduled transmission techniques has just begun and more work in this area is expected.
Transmitter Tuning Algorithms
Although the trend of the current research in the field of supporting multicast traffic in local WDM networks is towards the Receiver Tuning Algorithms due to their simple implementation, most of these techniques fail to support multicast traffic in TT-FR systems. Driven by the recent advances in the fabrication of tunable transmitter, novel multicast Transmitter Tuning Algorithms can also be proposed.
Receiver-Assisted Multicasting Protocols [32]
The Receiver-Assisted Multicasting (RAM) protocols [32] are the only currently available multicast algorithm that belongs to the category of transmitter tuning multicasting techniques. The RAM protocols are reservation-based algorithms and they are the first methods designed to efficiently support multi-destination communication in timeslotted CC-TT-FR WDM systems. The RAM protocols assume that the tuning delay of the transmitters is part of the data slot, and that the nodes are equally spaced from the central PSC. Notice that tunable transmitters are much faster than tunable receivers [6] , and as such, this delay is very small.
The RAM protocols introduce the idea of the assistant nodes set as a novel strategy for delivering multicast traffic in single -hop WDM systems. The assistant nodes set is defined as "a set of receiving nodes that are members of the multicast group and which are capable of re-transmitting the multicast packet it receives from the original source node, or other assistant nodes, to other members who have yet not received the packet". These auxiliary sources assist the original source node to accomplish its data packet transmission sooner. The mechanism of choosing the assistant nodes set is governed by certain conditions that are called Assistance-Qualification Conditions (AQCs). In its simplest form, any node can be an assisting node if it is: (1) a member node in the multicast group, g, (2) it has already received the multicast packet in the previous transmission stages, and (3) it has no packets of its own to transmit in the current (and the subsequent) time slot(s).
The operation of the assisting scheme of the RAM protocols is described as follows. Basically, the transmission of the multicast packet is divided into successive transmission stages (or correspondingly, time slots) based on the availability times of the receivers. These transmission stages start from the time at which the original source node transmits the packet for the first time, and last until the packet is completely delivered to all the members in g.
Moreover, each transmission stage is composed of zero or more transmission trials for delivering the multicast packet to the currently available receivers. These transmission trials are scheduled concurrently, but on different data channels, and they originate from the multicast owner itself and zero or more assistant nodes. These parallel transmission sessions try to deliver the same packet to the remaining unserved destinations in g. This results in increasing the possibility of delivering this multicast packet to all the multicast members faster 5 .
Two arbitration policies were proposed in [32] in order to resolve traffic conflicts that may occur among the different simultaneous multicast sessions. Under the first policy, the priorities of transmission are based on the entry time, or the generation time of the data packet; hence, this approach is called the RAM-Entry Time Protocol. Older packets have higher transmission priority. This mechanism is improved in the second strategy by introducing some intelligence in choosing the appropriate source node per data channel. As such, the transmission priority per channel is based on the packets' entry times, but, if the data packet of a source node is the oldest one over more than one data channel, then the source node is assigned to the data channel that has the maximum number of listening member nodes. Such a selection was performed randomly in the first RAM version. The intuition behind this technique is to increase the chance for some (if not all) of these newly received members to join the assistant nodes set provided that they meet the required AQCs, which maximizes the probability that this packet will be delivered faster. This technique is called the RAM-Number of Receivers Protocol.
The effect of the number of assisting levels, where an assisting level represents a transmission stage during which more receiver nodes are allowed to assist the original source node in delivering the multicast packet, was studied using simulation. The simulation experiments showed that the receiver-assisting concept results in a tremendous reduction in the time needed to deliver a packet to all the multicast group members. It was also found that the protocols achieve the maximum possible reduction in the mean packet delay after applying a limited number of assisting levels. In addition, the number of Receivers Per Channel (RPC) has a direct impact on the system performance. When the RPC factor is high, better mean packet delay values are obtained and fewer assisting levels are required. Moreover, RPC plays a crucial role in determining the tradeoff in using either of the two RAM versions.
Finally, the implementation of the RAM protocols is semi-distributed such that only some operations, such as resolving the conflict for the network resources are performed by all nodes. Other functions, like determining the qualified assisting nodes per transmission trial and determining the complete delivery of the multicast packet, are performed by the original source node of the multicast session only and then are broadcast to all other member nodes.
Multicasting techniques for Multi-hop Local WDM networks
In addition to the algorithms described earlier for local single -hop WDM networks, techniques for multi-hop systems have also been proposed in the literature. The idea behind these proposals is to deliver the multi-point packet to the various nodes-immediately or via intermediate nodes-with a minimum cost.
Driven by the fact that the multi-hop scheme is a virtual topology that is used in WDM networks where the traffic demands are relatively static, [33] attempts to establish multi-point connections during the early stage of the network design. The goal was to reach an optimal design for the multi-hop network by placing the nodes in the network (or equivalently, assigning wavelengths) in such a way that minimizes the sum of the weighted hop distances of all the connections. A prior knowledge of the overall multicast traffic demands is essential. The authors proposed solutions for two special logical topologies only: bi-directional linear chain and bi-directional ring. These algorithms do not extend to other more complicated multi-hop networks, such as hypercubes or shuffle -exchange networks. The details of these algorithms as well as their points of strength and shortcomings are outside of the scope of this paper.
The shortcomings of [33] were recognized in [34] by exploiting the concept of channel sharing on the generalized, shuffle -exchange-based multi-hop architecture (GEMNET) [35] which provides a wide range of system models. Channel sharing among the various nodes (either the sources or receivers) is achieved using TDM over each channel. Sharing a certain channel by some receivers enables them to simultaneously receive the same information from a single transmitter either directly or via intermediate hosts.
Conclusions
Supporting multicast traffic in the local WDM networks has received considerable attention. This paper provides a survey of the different techniques that have appeared in the literature since 1993. The main purpose of this survey is to provide a comprehensive, and a comparative study for all those techniques that were designed to support multi-destination communication PSC-based single-hop WDM networks. In order to provide a framework that enables us to achieve this study, the protocols were classified according to the map presented in Figure 2 . We started our work by providing a brief treatment of the optical networks and we then treated the major challenges and difficulties that should be handled by any multicast traffic scheduling technique. After that, the basic operation of each scheme along with its pros and cons were presented. Multicast support in multi-hop optical networks was also briefly discussed. To complete the picture, Table 2 provides a comparative summary for all the surveyed schemes. Despite the many protocols that have appeared in the literature, there are several issues which have not been addressed. For example, practical issues such as the limited tuning range of transmitters and receivers
were not taken into account. Protocols must be designed to work under such conditions. In addition, the issue of prioritized station access to the medium was not considered. Such an issue is becoming more important, especially with the accommodation of different classes of service. Related to this last issue is the design of access strategies with the quality of service guarantees. These last two issues apply to virtually all types of service, including multicasting.
